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IntroductionIn the year 2012, apple
iPhones and Samsung androids are thought
to be the two kings fighting for the throne
of the cellular market, apple has been the
ruler of the market for quite some time or
should I say ruler of the market so far but
now Samsung, a Korean cellular company,
has stepped in for the race and has been
giving quite tough time to the former
undisputed champion. Well now have a
look how the two brands compete giving
each other quite a tough time.Apple
iPhones origin:The apple iPhones were
launched for the first time in 2007
revolutionizing not only the cellular
industry but the techno industry at large
with the apps being developed on the base
of guiding principle behind the Macintosh
computer. After the success of iPhone 1, 2
and 3, currently iPhone 4 is the in-market
latest model of apple iPhones proceeding
towards the launch of the latest version
iPhone 5, which is nowadays the talk of the
town, expected to be launched by the years
end.
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Android vs. iOS: In-Depth Comparison of the Best Smartphone The iPhones TouchID fingerprint sensor makes
bypassing the annoying lock screen a breeze. Some Android phones have a similar feature. Other Android Two more
reasons Ill never switch from the iPhone to Android BGR Its becoming increasingly hard not to buy a Samsung or
Apple phone, or at the very least, avoid being convinced theyre the only options for As an iPhone user, there are two
things that make me - Galaxy S10 vs. With that in mind, its no surprise that next years Galaxy S10 and the 2019
iPhone X Plus will supposedly copy this signature Samsung is finally cloning the iPhone X, but it still - iPhone X Vs
Samsung S9 Apples first-generation iPhone was nowhere near as capable as Nokias Symbian smartphones, and it wasnt
iPhone vs. Android: Which is better? - CNNMoney - 12 min - Uploaded by sakitechIn this video, we will compare the
Samsung Galaxy S9 vs iPhone X and show you which one iPhone X vs Galaxy S9 - CNET The iPhone 7 may now
have been superseded by both the iPhone 8 and iPhone X, but Apple is still selling the device, and has even sliced ?50
Reasons why the Galaxy S9 is better than the iPhone X - Business In fact, the odds are fairly good that Ill never switch
from iOS to Googles mobile platform, even down the road in iPhone X Vs Samsung S9 Mobile. Samsung Galaxy S9
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Vs iPhone X Samsung literally wrote a book about how to steal Apples iPhone designs. Dont Miss: Finally, Word of
advice: Stop only buying Samsung and Apple phones Samsung Galaxy S9 vs iPhone X: Which should you pick? The
latest news, videos, and discussion topics on Samsung vs iPhone.
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